**Battery Accessories**

**AutoCraft Battery Cables**
- Battery Cable, Top Post, Red, 4 Gauge, 78" BPA AC154
- Battery Cable, Top Post Terminal, 4 Gauge, 36" BPA AC150
- Battery Cable, Switch-To-Starter, Black, 4 Gauge, 24" BPA AC135HS
- Battery Cable, Switch-To-Starter, 6 Gauge, 19" BPA AC3656HS
- Battery Cable, Top Post, Black, 4 Gauge, 78" BPA AC149HS
- Battery Cable, Top Post, Black, 4 Gauge, 26" BPA AC149HS
- Battery Cable, Top Post, Red, 4 Gauge, 78" BPA AC132HS
- Battery Cable, Switch-To-Starter, Red, 4 Gauge, 32" BPA AC136HS
- Battery Cable, Top Post, Black, 4 Gauge, 36" BPA AC142HS
- Battery Cable, Top Post, Black, 4 Gauge, 20" BPA AC183HS
- Battery Cable, Switch-To-Starter, 6 Gauge, 49" BPA AC3657HS
- Battery Cable, Top Post, Black, 2 Gauge, 30" BPA AC173HS
- Battery Cable, Top Post, Lead-Free, Black, 4 Gauge, 15" BPA AC139HS
- Repair Cable, Universal Top Post, Black, 4 Gauge BPA AC164T
- Repair Cable, Universal Top Post, Black, 4 Gauge BPA AC134T
- Repair Cable, 4 Gauge, Side Type BPA AC3654T
- Battery Cable, 4 Gauge, Lug Type BPA AC3655T
- Battery Cable, 2 Gauge, 50 ft. BPA AC187
- Battery Cable, Black, 4 Gauge, 50 ft. BPA AC3651
- Battery Cable, Black, 8 Gauge, 100 ft. BPA AC3653
- Battery Cable, Black, 6 Gauge, 50 ft. BPA AC3652

**AutoCraft Battery Bolts, Spacers & Extenders**
- Replacement Side Post Battery Bolt, Long BPA AC117
- Replacement Top Post Battery Bolts BPA AC115
- Battery Cable Spacer, Lead BPA AC170
- Battery Bolt Extender, Side Mount BPA 30300
- Battery Bolt Extender, GM Truck, Side Mount BPA 30500
- Battery Bolt Extender, Top Mount BPA 30600

**AutoCraft Battery Terminal Brush, Metal** AHT AC109

**Battery Accessories, Ring Terminal** BPA AC3663
- Battery Disconnect, Safety Switch, Side Mount BPA 20128
- Battery Disconnect, Safety Switch, Top Mount BPA 20138
- Battery Post Shims, Lead, 2 Pack BPA AC110
- Copper Ring Lugs, 2 Gauge, 3/8", 2 Pack BPA 85635
- Lug, Copper, 4 and 6 Gauge, 3/8" Hole BPA AC3658
- Lug, Copper, 2 Gauge, 5/16" Hole BPA AC3660
- Lug, Copper, 4 Gauge, 5/16" Hole BPA AC3659

**Battery Terminal Covers**
- Battery Terminal Grease Kit - Contains (2) chemically treated felt washers to protect the terminals from corrosion BPA AC620
- Battery Terminal Covers, 2 Pack BPA AC179

**Battery Terminal Protectors**
- Battery Terminal Protectors, 20 Pack - (10) Positive and (10) Negative - Chemically treated felt washers keep away corrosion BPA T10
- Battery Cleaner w/Acid Indicator, 11 oz. CRC 05023
- Battery Terminal Protect, 7.5 oz. CRC 05046

**AutoCraft Battery Hold Down Kit**
- Battery Hold Down Kit - Top cross-bar design BPA AC101
- Battery Hold Down With Cross Bar, Universal BPA AC100
- Battery Hold Down J-Bolts, 10", 1 Pair BPA AC112
- Battery Hold Down Clamp BPA AC162
- Universal Battery Hold Down Brackets, 2 Pack BPA AC107
- Battery Hold Down J-Bolts, 10", 1 Pair BPA AC111
- Battery Carrier Top Post BPA AC105
- Small Battery Tray BPA AC102

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
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**TOOLS**
- Designed for use on GM side-terminal batteries or any 5/16" hex head battery bolt
- 6 point ratcheting wrench end
- 5-1/2" length
- Insulated handle
- Reversible ratcheting wrench

*AutoCraft Battery Wrench* AHT AC186

- Acid-resistant spout and bulb
- Suitable for most liquids

*AutoCraft Battery Filler* BPA AC104

---

**BOOSTER/JUMPER CABLES**

- Color-coded clamps
- Easy-to-use, flexible and tangle-free cables

**AutoCraft Booster Cables, 10 Gauge, 12 ft.** BPA AC124
**AutoCraft Booster Cables, Heavy-Duty, 6 Gauge, 16 ft.** BPA AC122
**AutoCraft Booster Cables, Heavy-Duty, 4 Gauge, 12 ft.** BPA AC1014
**AutoCraft Booster Cables, Heavy-Duty, 4 Gauge, 20 ft.** BPA AC121
**AutoCraft Booster Cables, Power Sports, Gauge, 10 ft.** BPA AC1009

**AutoCraft Ultra Heavy Duty Booster Cables, 2 Gauge, 20 ft.** BPA AC3662
**AutoCraft Heavy Duty Booster Cables, 4 Gauge, 20 ft.** BPA AC3661

---

**BATTERY ACCESSORIES**

**BATTERY TESTERS**
- Battery test range: 100-2000 CCA
- Accurately tests discharged batteries
- Rating standards: CCA, CA, MCA, JIS, SAE, EN, DIN, IEC
- Modes: Automotive, Commercial Truck, Power-sports, Marine, Lawn & Garden
- Tests conventional, AGM, Gel, and EFB batteries
- Displays measured voltage, measured CCA, and battery condition
- Starting system test captures voltage drop at start-up and crank time
- Extensive charging system test captures voltage at idle & rev with loads on & off, and measures Diode-Ripple to ID bad diodes, stator damage or bad windings
- Tri-lingual: English, Spanish, and French-Canadian
- Customized print header
- Bad-cell detection & Reverse-polarity protection
- Voltmeter mode for real-time voltage readings of starting & charging systems
- QC Mode – set minimum CCA and Voltage requirements to quickly assess a large quantity of batteries with the same rating (battery distribution, auto/light-truck fleets)
- High-quality 10' field-replaceable cable/clamp set enables testing from the driver's seat
- Midtronics' intermediate level battery/system analyzer with built-in printer
- Includes tester, cable/clamp set, manual, case, and lead battery post adapters

*Midtronics Digital Battery Tester* MID MDX-222PCQ

- Battery test range: 100-1400 CCA
- Accurately tests discharged batteries
- Displays measured battery voltage & condition LED
- Reverse polarity protection
- Displays measured battery voltage, measured CCA battery condition LED, starting/charging system condition LED

*Midtronics 12V Battery & Electrical System Tester* MID PBT-300

- Battery test range: 200-850 CCA
- Accurately tests discharged batteries
- Displays measured battery voltage and condition
- Reverse polarity protection
- Voltmeter mode for real-time voltage readings of starting & charging systems

*Midtronics 12V Battery Tester* MID PBT100

- Covers all typical cranking ratings and standards
- Modes: Automotive, Commercial Truck, Power-sports, Marine, Lawn & Garden
- Tests conventional lead-acid, AGM, and Gel batteries
- Customize print header with your business info
- Voltmeter mode

*Midtronics 12V Battery/Electrical System Analyzer w/Built-In Printer, 1.5' Cables w/Standard Clamps* MID MDX-P300

- Designed to test 6V & 12V batteries under 1000 CCA
- Easy-to-read color-coded voltmeter
- Use to test cranking ability, charging system output and starter system

*Schumacher Battery Load Tester and Voltmeter, 100 Amp* CBC BT-100

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
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CHARGERS

- Temperature compensated to ensure optimum charge voltage according to ambient temperature.
- Automatically switches from full charge to float charging mode.
- Reverse Polarity Protection to ensure user safety. Red & Green Lights Alternately Flash in this condition.
- Complete 4-step charging program (Initialization, Bulk Charge, Absorption Mode, Float Mode).
- Perfect for all lead-acid, flooded or sealed maintenance free batteries (AGM and gel cell).

Battery Tender Plus 12V Battery Charger BPA 021-0128

- Qualification (Ensures safety by verifying acceptable battery status prior to beginning bulk charge)
- Bulk Charge (Constant Current safely raises battery voltage to recommend absorption level)
- Absorption Charge (Holds Constant Voltage to ensure that current continues to fully charge the battery maximum battery life)
- Float Charge (Maintains fully charged battery at a safe constant voltage for maximum battery life)
- Reverse polarity protection ensures safety

Deltran Battery Tender Junior BPA 021-0123

- Charges standard, AGM and Gel and deep-cycle batteries
- 300A (6V)/330A (12V)/250A (24V) Engine Start - powerful enough for SUVs, trucks and large engines
- 30 - 80A Boost mode - quickly brings deeply discharged battery back to life
- 70A Flash Reprogram mode
- Memory Saver mode - for saving vehicle settings while changing the battery

Schumacher 6/12/24 330A ProSeries Battery Charger/Engine Starter CBC DSR124

- Charges standard, AGM and Gel and deep-cycle batteries
- 250A (12V)/150A (24V) Engine Start - powerful enough for SUVs, trucks and large engines
- 10 - 50A (12V) 10 - 30A (24V) Boost mode - quickly brings deeply discharged battery back to life
- Microprocessor-controlled - automatically adjusts amperage rate, to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging - for added precision, safety and battery life

Schumacher 12/24V 250A ProSeries Battery Charger/Engine Starter CBC DSR123

- Charges standard, AGM and Gel and deep-cycle batteries
- 125A (6V)/275A (12V) Engine Start - powerful enough for SUVs, trucks and large engines
- 20 - 60A Boost mode - quickly brings deeply discharged battery back to life
- 65A Flash Reprogram mode
- Memory Saver mode - for saving vehicle settings while changing the battery
- Microprocessor-controlled - automatically adjusts amperage rate, to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging - for added precision, safety and battery life

Schumacher 6/12V 275A ProSeries Battery Charger/Engine Starter CBC DSR122

- Charges standard, AGM, Gel and deep-cycle batteries
- 250A Engine Start - powerful enough for SUVs, trucks and large engines
- 40A Boost mode - quickly brings deeply discharged batteries back to life
- Microprocessor-controlled - automatically adjusts amperage rate, to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging - for added precision, safety and battery life

Schumacher 250A 6/12V Battery Charger/Engine Starter CBC SC1325

- Strong starting power
- Digital display, LED indicators and button controls - for ease and accuracy
- Battery and alternator tester - provides charge level and helps diagnose electrical problems
- Microprocessor controlled - automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life

Schumacher 6/2/40/200A 6/12V Fully Automatic Battery Charger/Engine Starter (SE-4020-CA Replacement) CBC SC1309

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
Schumacher 200A 12V Automatic Battery Charger/Engine Starter CBC SC1324

- 125A Engine Start - powerful enough for SUVs, trucks and large engines
- Boost mode - quickly brings deeply discharged battery back to life
- Service mode - maintains voltage at 13.6V to prevent discharge
- Battery tester
- Scrolling digital display

Schumacher 6V/12V 125A ProSeries Battery Charger/Engine Starter (PS-2100MA Replacement) CBC DSR118

- Powerful enough for starting SUVs, trucks and large batteries
- Battery and alternator tester - provides charge level and helps diagnose electrical problems
- Digital display, LED indicators and button controls - for ease and accuracy
- Microprocessor controlled - automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life

Schumacher 100A 6V/12V Fully Automatic Battery Charger/Engine Starter CBC SC1308

- Microprocessor controlled - automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life
- 80A engine starter - powerful enough for starting cars, SUVs and small trucks
- LED indicators and button controls - for ease and accuracy
- Start/Stop push button interface

Schumacher 85A 6V/12V Fully Automatic Battery Charger/Engine Starter CBC SC1362

- Microprocessor controlled - automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life
- LED display/indicators and push button controls
- Auto voltage detection - 6 or 12 volt
- Reverse hook-up protection - charger will not operate if clamps are reversed; LED indicator will flash.

Schumacher 50A 12V Fully Automatic Battery Charger/Engine Starter (SE-1250 Replacement) CBC SC1361

- Microprocessor controlled - automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life
- Float mode monitoring - automatically maintains optimum battery charge
- Auto voltage detection - 6 or 12 volt
- Reverse hook-up protection - charger will not operate if clamps are reversed; LED indicator will flash.

Schumacher 15A 6V/12V Fully Automatic Battery Charger CBC SC1304

- Microprocessor controlled - automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge & maintain
- Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life
- Float mode monitoring - automatically maintains optimum battery charge
- Auto voltage detection - 6 or 12 volt
- Reverse hook-up protection - charger will not operate if clamps are reversed; LED indicator will flash.

Schumacher 10A 6V/12V Fully Automatic Battery Charger (SC-1000A Replacement) CBC SC1339

- Microprocessor-controlled
- Multi-stage charging
- Service Mode - maintains voltage at 13.6V to prevent discharge
- Start/Stop interface
- Reverse hook-up protection

Schumacher 12V 10A ProSeries Rapid Charger (PS-1025 Replacement) CBC DSR117

- Microprocessor controlled - automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life
- Float mode monitoring - automatically maintains optimum battery charge
- Auto voltage detection - 6 or 12 volt
- Reverse hook-up protection - charger won’t operate if clamps are reversed; LED will flash.

Schumacher 8A 6/12V Fully Automatic Battery Charger CBC SC1363

- Microprocessor controlled - automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life
- Float mode monitoring - automatically maintains optimum battery charge
- Auto voltage detection - 6 or 12 volts
- Reverse hook-up protection - charger will not operate if clamps are reversed; LED will flash.

Schumacher 6A 6V/12V Fully Automatic Battery Charger CBC SC1357

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
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- Microprocessor controlled - automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life
- Float mode monitoring - automatically maintains optimum battery charge
- Auto voltage detection - 6 or 12 volt
- Reverse hook-up protection - charger won’t operate if clamps are reversed; LED will flash

**Schumacher 6A 6/12V Charger/Maintainer (SE-82-6-CA Replacement)** CBC SC1320

- Charges small batteries and keeps stored lead-acid batteries charged
- Microprocessor controlled - multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life
- Float mode monitoring - automatically maintains optimum battery charge
- Auto voltage detection - 6 or 12 volt batteries
- Microprocessor controlled - automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life
- Float mode monitoring - automatically maintains optimum battery charge
- Auto voltage detection - 6 or 12 volt
- Quick-connect harness - attaches either connector into place in seconds

**Schumacher 3A 6V/12V Fully Automatic Battery Charger/Maintainer (SP3 Replacement)** CBC SP1297

- Microprocessor controlled - automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life
- Float mode monitoring - automatically maintains optimum battery charge
- Auto voltage detection - 6 or 12 volt
- Quick-connect harness - attaches either connector into place in seconds

**Schumacher 1.5A 6V/12V Fully Automatic Battery Maintainer** CBC SC1343

- Specially designed for vehicles in storage and cold weather battery maintenance
- Quick and easy attachment anywhere - including fender wells and battery trays
- Includes double-sided adhesive and cable tie for mounting (mounting bracket sold separately)
- Microprocessor controlled - automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life

**Schumacher 1.5A 6V/12V Fully Automatic Battery Maintainer** CBC SC1355

- Rated for 300 CCA
- Microprocessor controlled - automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge and maintain
- Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life
- Float mode monitoring - automatically maintains optimum battery charge
- Reverse hook-up protection - charger will not operate if clamps are reversed

**Schumacher 0.75A 12V Automatic Battery Maintainer** CBC SC1278

- JUMP STARTER + FUEL PACK + BACKUP POWER
- Lithium Iron Phosphate battery - Provides longer life and more charge cycles
- Lithium ion protection - Spark-free protection against overcurrent, short-circuit, overload, overvoltage and overcharge
- Quickly jump start vehicles - great for power sports, motorcycles and 4-6 cylinder cars
- TSA checkpoint friendly - extra power during air travel

**Schumacher 1000 Peak Amp Lithium Jump Starter + Portable Power (SL1 Replacement)** CBC SL1316

- 4 LED battery indicators to easily read battery charge level.
- Durable case that has a soft-touch finish and portable compact design. It fits conveniently in your travel bag, backpack or glove box.
- 5V, 2.4A + 1A USB ports. Charge all USB devices including smartphones, MP3 players and tablets.
- Provides protection against reverse polarity, short circuit, low voltage, high temperature and reverse charging.
- Power on/off button.

**Schumacher 600A Lithium Jump Starter + Power Pack** CBC SL1312

- Portable Power (XP750C Replacement)
- Schumacher 1200 Peak Amp Jump Starter with USB and DC Power CBC DSR115

- 400W power inverter
- High output AGM battery
- 2A external automatic charger
- 2-gauge, 60” cables
- 2.1A USB port

**Schumacher ProSeries 12V 2250 Peak Amp Jump Starter with Inverter and USB Port** CBC DSR114

- Works with V8 engines
- 1200 Peak amp engine starter
- 400 Peak watt converter - Two 120V AC outlets
- 150 PSI automatic digital air compressor with pressure gauge, nozzles and storage area
- High/Low inflator/deflator - for inflatable mattresses, pool rafts and beach balls

**Schumacher 1200 Peak Amp Portable Power Station (XP2260 Replacement)** CBC SJ1332

- Works with V6 engines, 4-6 cylinders
- 800 Peak Amps
- 12V power port
- 2A USB port
- 150 psi air compressor

**Schumacher 800 Peak Amp Jump Starter + Portable Power (XP750C Replacement)** CBC SJ1331

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
- Works with V6 engines
- 600 Peak Amps - power for jump starting vehicles in emergencies
- Built-in charger - for automatic charging of internal battery
- Built-in light - energy-efficient ultra-bright LEDs
- 12V DC power port - for any device powered or charged by 12V power

**Schumacher 600 Peak Amp Jump Starter + Portable Power (XP400 Replacement)** CBC SJ1329

- 700 Peak Amps
- 330 Start Assist Amps
- Standard Size Clamps
- 17" Cable Reach
- PreHeat Mode

**Solar 700 Peak Amp 12 Volt Lithium Jump Starter**

- Ultracapacitor power supply
- 800 Start Assist Amps
- 68" #2 AWG Cables
- Heavy-Duty PowerJaw Clamps
- Internal lithium battery to charge capacitor when disabled vehicle is severely discharged

**Solar 800 Start Assist Amp 12V Capacitor Jump Starter** SLR JNC8800

- 900 Peak Amps
- 225 Cranking Amps
- 27" #4 AWG welding cable leads
- Full-size clamps to penetrate battery corrosion
- LED battery status indicator

**Solar 900 Peak Amp 12 Volt Jump Starter**

- 1100 Peak Amps
- 300 Cranking Amps
- ES Series battery designed for jump starting
- Automatic recharging
- LED battery status indicator

**Solar 1100 Peak Amp 12 Volt Jump Starter**

- 1500 Peak Amps
- 400 Cranking Amps
- ES Series battery designed for jump starting
- Automatic recharging
- LED battery status indicator

**Solar 1500 Peak Amp 12 Volt Jump Starter**

- 1700 Peak Amps
- 425 Cranking Amps
- Clore PROFORMER battery technology
- 46" #2 AWG welding cable leads
- Industrial-grade clamps

**Solar 1700 Peak Amp 12 Volt Jump Starter**

- 1700 Peak Amps
- 425 Cranking Amps
- Clore PROFORMER battery technology
- 68" #2 AWG welding cable leads
- PowerJaw[TM] clamps

**Solar 1700 Peak Amp Premium 12 Volt Jump Starter**

- 3000 Peak Amps
- 800 Cranking Amps
- ES Series battery specifically for jump starting
- Automatic recharging
- LED battery status indicator

**Solar Truck PAC - 3000 Peak Amp 12 Volt Jump Starter**

- 3000 Peak Amps/750 Cranking Amps in 12V mode
- 1500 Peak Amps/370 Cranking Amps in 24V mode
- ES Series battery designed for jump starting
- Automatic recharging
- Integrated voltage selection switch

**Solar Truck PAC - 3000/1500 Peak Amp 12/24 Volt Jump Starter w/AWS**

- 6 and 12 Volt battery charging
- 10/6/2A charge rates
- Fully automatic operation
- Advanced multi-phase charging process
- Properly charges all battery types

**Solar 10A 6/12V PRO-LOGIX Battery Charger**

- 12 and 24 Volt battery charging
- 10/6/2A charge rates
- Fully automatic operation
- Advanced multi-phase charging process
- Properly charges all battery types

**Solar 6/12V 4.0A SOLAR PRO-LOGIX Battery Maintainer**

- 12 Volt Charging and Maintaining
- 4 x 2A output
- 4 independent channels
- Fully automatic, multi-phase process
- Enhanced maintenance mode

**Solar 12V 4x2A SOLAR PRO-LOGIX 4-Bank Battery Maintenance Station**

- Solar Charger w/ Small Jack for ES5000/ES5000C/ES6000/ES1224
- Solar Charger w/ Small Jack for ES2500/ES2500C

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*